Piedmont Natural Gas
Technology & Design Center
An Interactive, State-of-the-Art Showcase
of Natural Gas Innovation

The Piedmont Natural Gas Technology & Design Center in Charlotte, NC, offers a world-class, ‘try-beforeyou-buy-or-build’ experience with natural gas innovation, performance and equipment. This modern natural
gas commercial kitchen and outdoor living solution showcase is the premier commercial and residential
resource for testing and comparing natural gas applications.

Our Purpose
As the first-of-its-magnitude facility,
the Technology & Design Center displays
indoor and outdoor natural gas appliances
on which businesses may test, train and develop
innovative kitchen concepts. The Center features
over 16 different natural gas applications and
77 natural gas appliances, representing more
than 15 different manufacturers. Here you can
see the latest advances in natural gas performance,
equipment and appliances within 16,000 square
feet of indoor commercial and residential displays
and 5,000 square feet of outdoor plaza and
pavilion work spaces.
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The Technology & Design Center brings
a nationally unique, contemporary, environmentally
friendly collaboration of innovative and resourceefficient design, materials, equipment, learning
and technologies to the Charlotte area. It models
the latest in natural gas efficiency, energy
consumption and usage in commercial and
residential environments.

The Center spotlights a cooperative commitment
of a vast network of manufacturer brands that
have been invaluable in building this world-class
showcase of natural gas applications. In doing
so, they have each bolstered their reputation
for brand excellence through involvement
in the collaboration.
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From hospitality to home ownership,
the Technology & Design Center aims to be the
driving force behind our customers’ success,
helping you make the most informed, energywise purchasing decisions. Save time, energy
and money by utilizing one of the most efficient
commercial and residential energy sources –
natural gas.

Natural Gas Innovation
The Center’s state-of-the-art commercial and residential applications are chosen to promote the diverse
capabilities of natural gas and are not intended to show preference to any one manufacturer or equipment
type over another. The Technology & Design Center may be utilized by developers and builders (residential,
commercial, industrial), the learning community (schools, classes), hotel and restaurant professionals,
food service professionals, industry associations, appliance dealers and distributors for:

EXPERIMENTAL | INTERACTIVE | LEARNING

Applications on display include:

Menu Development and Cooking
Technique (Test Kitchen)

Vendor Showcase and
Equipment Displays

Lighting

Hands-on Equipment
Application

Rotating Schedule of Equipment
and Installation

Heating and cooling systems

Side-by-side, Live Product
and Equipment Testing
and Brand Comparisons

Two 22’ Indoor Kitchen Lines
with Halton and Captive Aire
Hood Systems

Gas-to-Gas or Gas-to-Electric
Equipment Testing

Multiple Event
and Venue Applications

Energy Cost and Efficiency
Performance Comparisons

Experiential Live Workshops,
Trainings, Meetings

Real-time Applicable Testing
Equipment Data Displays

Custom Seating with Full AV
Capabilities

Metering of Entire Kitchen Lines

Vendor- and Associate-led
Demonstrations

Individual Equipment Metering

Backup generators

Outdoor heaters
Ambience fire displays
Residential cooking
Residential hood systems
Refrigeration and warm
holding for food
Water heaters and tankless
Commercial foodservice
cooking equipment and
hood ventilation systems

Natural Gas Events & Seminars
Industry vendors and customers are welcome to attend or host an upcoming event to experience indoor
and outdoor natural gas applications, equipment and capabilities in action. Our calendar of events will
include live demonstrations, hands-on workshops, experiential trainings and more. Using the website
scheduling tool (coming soon), you will have the opportunity to sort by date, topic and event type
to utilize the rich resources of the Center.
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